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Figure 1: LatentHuman. We propose a novel representation for the human body which leverages piecewise neural implicit functions to learn shape and pose disentangled latent embeddings. With the fully differentiable and optimizable design as well as the separated latent spaces, LatentHuman can be applied to several 3D learning tasks, including 3D model fitting (model at the top row in second column) and pose tracking (models at the bottom two rows in second column) from sparse input point clouds, shape swapping, pose animation, and motion retargeting.

Abstract

3D representation and reconstruction of human bodies have been studied for a long time in computer vision. Traditional methods rely mostly on parametric statistical linear models, limiting the space of possible bodies to linear combinations. It is only recently that some approaches try to leverage neural implicit representations for human body modeling, and while demonstrating impressive results, they are either limited by representation capability or not physically meaningful and controllable. In this work, we propose a novel neural implicit representation for the human body, which is fully differentiable and optimizable with disentangled shape and pose latent spaces. Contrary to prior work, our representation is designed based on the kinematic model, which makes the representation controllable for tasks like pose animation, while simultaneously allowing the optimization of shape and pose for tasks like 3D fitting and pose tracking. Our model can be trained and fine-tuned directly on non-watertight raw data with well-designed losses. Experiments demonstrate the improved 3D reconstruction performance over SoTA approaches and show the applicability of our method to shape interpolation, model fitting, pose tracking, and motion retargeting.

1. Introduction

Modeling of 3D human bodies has been studied extensively. The mesh representation is adopted in most of existing methods including traditional parametric models with PCA decomposed shape space and kinematic tree-based pose space \cite{pavlakos2017expressive, zheng20163d, cha2016deep, chen2018neural} as well as more sophisticated learning-based models with deformed mesh-based templates \cite{song2019deepsdf, chen2018learning, sun2019sdf}. However, the mesh representation is normally limited by the fixed topology.

Recently, the articulated neural implicit representation \cite{park2019deepsdf, wu2019learning} has been proposed for human bodies. However, these methods either model human poses for a single human shape \cite{park2019deepsdf}, or rely on the SMPL \cite{pavlakos2017expressive} model shape parameters \cite{wu2019learning}, which limits the representation capability of these models. As a concurrent work, Palafox et al. \cite{palafox2020disentangled} propose to represent the shape and the pose of human bodies with disentangled latent codes, which enable optimization to fit new observations at test time. Nevertheless, their latent pose code encodes a deformation field rather than a physically meaningful human pose and thus is not suitable for controlling human bodies. Moreover, all these methods require watertight 3D models for training which is difficult to generate for real-world scans.

In this paper, we introduce LatentHuman, a neural representation for human bodies with disentangled meaningful pose and shape representations like traditional parametric models, which is fully differentiable and facilitates a vari-
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ety of applications, e.g., 3D model fitting, 3D pose tracking, shape swapping, pose animation, and motion retargeting, etc (see Fig. 1). LatentHuman fully leverages the power of neural implicit functions and represents pose and shape as differentiable and optimizable latent codes. First, in contrast to the methods using one global latent code for the whole body [17, 1], the disentanglement of pose and shape spaces allows us to optimize them separately. Furthermore, the representation is differentiable end-to-end and can be used in deep learning pipelines. This property, together with the embedding of the shape and pose as latent codes, enables tasks which require optimization - either for the shape, the pose, or both - which is critical, e.g., in 3D model fitting and pose tracking. Additionally, we allow the pose to be parameterized by traditional pose parameters, i.e., used by SMPL [29], to make the representation controllable, which is an important property for tasks like motion retargeting to cartoon characters. Lastly, we make use of implicit geometric regularization [17] in order to train our models on raw input point clouds. This allows us to fine-tune our model on unprocessed raw-scan datasets with point-cloud or depth map input without requiring the watertightness property.

However, disentangling the shape and pose factors is hard because the shape of a human body usually deforms with different poses. In order to fix this problem, we guide the learning of pose, shape properties and skeleton joints by exploiting the kinematic model which introduces a constraint on pose and skeleton. More specifically, the VPoser module [42] is adopted to learn the latent pose representation, while a novel VJointer module is proposed for learning the latent skeleton joint representation as one part of the shape representation. By taking kinematic models into consideration, we can generate meaningful human poses and skeletons. In order to model detailed human shapes even with clothes, we utilize the piecewise deformable model proposed by Deng et al. [14] to learn pose-dependent deformations and the other part of the shape representation responsible for shape identities. A novel dual-weighting mechanism is proposed to guarantee smooth and gradual supervision for part connections, which results in a seamless body reconstruction. Furthermore, we adopt similar loss definitions as proposed in Gropp et al. [17] and SIREN [53] to learn the disentangled shape and pose representation directly on non-watertight data. Different from the unstructured model used in [17, 53], our piecewise deformable model is more complex and harder to train since one body part model may also influence other parts. In order to prevent the individual human body parts from growing into neighbouring parts, we propose a novel one-sided loss that exploits the nature of body part placement and guides the piecewise functions to focus on their own body part.

We demonstrate the viability of LatentHuman on 3D learning tasks, including human body representation, shape interpolation, 3D model fitting, 3D pose tracking, motion retargeting, and fine-tuning on partial raw scans. With the learnt latent spaces for shape and pose, LatentHuman is able to effectively produce valid shape predictions or pose configurations for interpolation while being readily optimizable for model fitting and pose tracking.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

- We propose LatentHuman, a novel shape-pose-disentangled representation for human bodies. Our representation uses a neural implicit function per body part and encapsulates pose and shape in latent embeddings based on the kinematic model, so the pose is controllable through SMPL-based pose parameters.
- Our representation is fully differentiable end-to-end and can be optimized during inference in deep learning pipelines.
- We propose a novel dual-weighting mechanism to guarantee a smooth piecewise deformable model, and a novel one-sided loss to enable training directly on non-watertight data.
- Extensive experiments show that LatentHuman has better representation ability and robustness compared to existing methods.

2. Related work

Neural Implicit Representations. Recent neural implicit representations, i.e., deep coordinate-based MLP networks, have been proposed for 3D modeling as a lightweight alternative to traditional 3D representations like surfel based [51, 58], mesh-based [3, 4] and voxel-based methods [12, 37, 16]. While original pioneering works were limited to small-scale objects with a lack of details [40, 32, 9, 34], follow-up works have addressed the issues with self-supervision [2, 1, 17], open surfaces [11], room-scale reconstruction [7, 44, 22, 28, 33], training procedure [15, 52] or high-frequency details [53].

Classical Parametric Models. In contrast to generic 3D shapes, articulated shapes have traditionally been learned from registered meshes, accomplished with a skinning algorithm that deforms vertices of a mesh surface as the joints of an underlying skeleton change [20, 57, 24], outperforming the straightforward and widely used linear blend skinning (LBS) algorithm. Loper et al. [29] then improved significantly upon prior works by introducing a skinned multi-person linear model (SMPL). While SMPL only models the human body, related or follow-up works have focused on other shape parts like faces [5, 13, 27, 43, 46] and hands [49], a combination of those [23, 42, 49], animals [62] or improving on issues, e.g., long-distance inter-dependencies across the skeleton [38].
Learned Mesh-based Articulated Representations. Recent works have started to adopt deep learning-based approaches for modeling articulated shapes. Some works focus on using template meshes with auto-encoder like structures [59, 55, 60, 21]. Such methods have the advantage of always predicting topologically correct outputs but are restricted to the predefined topology of the template. Other works based on NeRF [36] rely on meshes for novel view synthesis [45] or rendering of avatars [48], although the work from Peng et al. [45] can be seen as a hybrid: On one hand, using a mesh for anchoring of latent features and on the hand using those features as input for neural implicit functions. Our method focuses on human shape representation from a geometric perspective as we specifically model various human shapes and enable shape-related tasks such as 3D model fitting, pose tracking and motion retargeting.

Articulated Neural Implicit Representations. While some early neural implicit representation methods demonstrated compelling results on human body scans [1, 17, 10], Deng et al. [14] pointed out that a straightforward application of auto-decoders for encoding posed shapes into one global latent code [17, 1] is often not enough to cope with the large variety of possible human body poses. Instead they propose NASA, a piecewise deformable model which naturally handles large deformations of body poses. They use joint transformation matrices of a kinematic tree to warp input query points prior to running them through a neural implicit function network. Notably, they use one network per joint to learn pose-dependent, canonical body part shapes.

Subsequent works can be distinguished by the the way they warp between a canonical shape space and a posed shape space. The concurrent work SNARF [8], which learns a forward skinning weight field, improves upon NASA, especially for out-of-distribution examples. They find a many-to-one mapping of possible canonical point candidates for a given point in the deformed space through iterative optimization of the implicit forward skinning equation. However, for both methods, their model is conditioned on poses only and tied to the same shape identity, needing retraining for new subjects. Different from NASA and SNARF, we aim to represent human bodies of arbitrary poses and shapes. SCANimate [50] omits per-joint implicit functions and rather trains one big neural implicit decoder for representing the shape in canonical space. In addition, they learn forward and inverse skinning networks with cycle-consistency constraints which they use for posing the shape. The idea of learning skinning weights was also simultaneously suggested by Mihajlovic et al. [35]. They propose LEAP, a method for learning the articulated occupancy of human bodies. They build upon SMPL [29] and provide efficient occupancy checks on query points. Query points are mapped to the canonical space through a trained inverse LBS network which learns valid skinning weights for every query point, even non-manifold points. However, they heavily rely on SMPL shape parameters which restricts the representation capability. In contrast, our method learns the shape latent space from scratch.

The concurrent work NPMs [39] also learns to disentangle shape and pose in a fully implicit manner with several latent codes. Their shape latent space resides in the canonical space while their learned deformation field maps to the posed space. In contrast to NPMs, our representation additionally allows the use of well-known SMPL pose parameters to control the pose latent code which is useful for animation tasks. Further, while NPMs need supplementary initialization networks and depth-projected SDF grids to infer and optimize the pose and shape latent codes, we instead rely on implicit geometric regularization [17] allowing us to work with raw, non-watertight point clouds at training time. A summary of recent related works is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Out</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Pose</th>
<th>Non-WaTil</th>
<th>Raw</th>
<th>Multi.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NASA [14]</td>
<td>Occ.</td>
<td>θ</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEAP [35]</td>
<td>Occ.</td>
<td>β,θ,ν</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCANimate [50]</td>
<td>SDF</td>
<td>θ</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPMs [39]</td>
<td>SDF</td>
<td>z,θ</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>SDF</td>
<td>z,θ</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Overview of implicit representations for human bodies. We denote whether shape and pose parameters are optimizable (e.g., for pose-tracking) and/or controllable (e.g., for animation) and compare whether the model can be trained on non-watertight data, generalize to raw scans and be reused for multiple subjects without re-training. (β,θ): SMPL-based shape/pose parameters, (z,θ): Learnt shape/pose latent codes, V: Posed SMPL vertices.

3. Method

We introduce LatentHuman, a fully differentiable and disentangled implicit representation for human bodies. Following prior works [40, 2, 17, 53], we express the body shape through signed distance functions (SDF) with feedforward neural networks. As shown in Fig. 2, we consider two spaces which influence the posed human body model and represent both with latent codes respectively: The pose code controls the joint movement of the body while the shape code determines the canonical skeleton joints and specific body shapes (Sec 3.1). For a given query point \( x_i \), LatentHuman predicts per-joint canonical SDF values with a series of piecewise implicit functions, which are conditioned on shape and pose-dependent deformation features (Sec 3.2). Motivated by Gropp et al. [17], we adopt implicit geometric regularization and related auxiliary loss functions to enable training and fine-tuning on non-watertight raw scans. To make the training procedure stable and generate seamless body shapes, we introduce a novel one-sided non-manifold loss and a dual-weighting strategy (Sec 3.3).
3.1. Disentanglement of Pose and Shape

As the human shape normally deforms with different poses, we exploit the kinematic model and prior knowledge to learn the disentanglement of human pose and shape.

**Pose Space.** Ideally, a human pose encoding should allow valid poses only, be human-readable and reusable in downstream tasks. Latent embeddings [40, 39], in contrast to kinematic tree skeletons, are usually not human-readable and not friendly for downstream tasks like motion animation. To this end, we adopt the kinematic pose prior VPoser [42] as our pose space decoder and use the joint rotations \( \theta \in \mathbb{R}^{B \times 3} \), where \( B \) is the number of body parts) of the kinematic tree [29, 18] as output in order to compute bone transformations used by our piecewise deformable model. This allows us to either use SMPL pose parameters for rigging human bodies or optimizing the pose in latent space, which yields a more robust performance on downstream tasks like pose tracking.

**Shape Space.** Unlike the human pose space, the shape space needs to store more information since human shapes can be more expressive especially when dealing with clothed bodies. Meanwhile, it is known that the human shape structure, including overall height, length of body parts, and relative positioning of body parts with respect to each other, follows the kinematic model and is independent of surface-related details. If a single latent code is used to encode the whole shape, the human shape structure will be deeply intertwined with other shape properties, e.g., the human’s body weight index or other surface-related properties like wrinkles, and thus we cannot learn it separately. For this reason, we split the shape encoding into two components, one for representing the joints of the skeleton in canonical space, i.e., the T-pose, and one for representing the remaining shape properties. We assume that the distribution of canonical skeleton joints lies on a lower-dimensional subspace and therefore, inspired by VPoser [42], we propose a data-driven kinematic prior named VJointer, which learns a human joint prior with a variational autoencoder (VAE) [26] on the SURREAL dataset [56]. By introducing VJointer, we can benefit from regularized optimization of skeleton joints in a 32-dimensional latent space. For the surface-related shape features, we use a 64-dimensional learnable shape code \( z_s \) to encode different human body identities.

3.2. Implicit Human Body Representation

Inspired by NASA [14], we use a series of piecewise implicit functions to encode the human body. Different from NASA that adopts occupancy functions, we represent human bodies with implicit SDF functions which encode the distance to the closest body surface for a 3D query point \( x \), with the sign indicating if the point is inside (negative) or outside (positive) the body. Each SDF function outputs a body part SDF value conditioned on a pose-dependent deformation feature \( z_p \) and the corresponding shape code \( z_s \). All predicted part SDF values are finally blended to obtain the overall SDF value for the whole body.

**Pose-dependent Deformation.** To encode the pose-dependent deformation feature \( z_p^{(b)} \), we follow NASA [14] and transform the root bone location \( t_0 \) to the per-bone loca-values and project to a part-specific feature vector with a learnable linear layer \( \Pi_b : \mathbb{R}^{B \times 3} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{32} \):

\[
z_p^{(b)} = \Pi_b \left( \oplus_B B_0^{-1} t_0 \right),
\]

where \( \oplus \) concatenates each transformed root.

**Piecewise Model.** We consider \( B \) body parts and for each employ a small coordinate-based MLP conditioned on the pose-dependent deformation code \( z_p^{(b)} \) and the shape latent code \( z_s \). We transform query points \( x_i \) to the canonical T-pose according to the per-bone transformations \( B_0^{-1} \) and...
use those canonical query coordinates \( \hat{x}_i = B_b^{-1}x_i \) as input for each part MLP. To further improve high-frequency surface details, we also apply a positional encoding \( \gamma(\cdot) \) [54] to the canonical input coordinates and adopt a progressive training scheme [41] to ensure a stable convergence. For each implicit function, we output SDF values for the re-training scheme [41] to ensure a stable convergence. For each part \( b \in \{1, ..., B\} \):

\[
\hat{s}_b^i = \text{SDF}_b(\gamma(\hat{x}_i)|z_{b}^0, z_{s}).
\]

The overall SDF value \( \hat{s}_i \) can then be obtained as:

\[
\hat{s}_i = \text{SoftMin}_b^P(\lambda_b \hat{s}_b^i),
\]

where \( \lambda_b \) controls the blending weight of each body part. We empirically set \( \lambda_b = 50 \), but a larger \( \lambda_b \) also works well in our experiments.

### 3.3. Non-rigid Geometric Supervision

To make our representation trainable on non-watertight raw scans, we employ a series of supervision strategies.

**Supervision Sampling.** For each ground-truth body mesh, we sample a set of body part-weighted query points \( \{x_i\}^{2M+Q} \) consisting of \( M \) points on the surface, \( M \) near-surface points and \( Q \) random points sampled within the bounding boxes of each body part. For our experiments, we use \( M = 4000 \) and \( Q = 800 \). As our training dataset consists of organized SMPL models, we use the provided skinning weights to assign to each query point the part label with the highest skinning weight. Please refer to the supplementary material for more details.

**Geometric Supervision.** Recent works [14, 35] mainly use densely supervised data to regress occupancy values, which requires a watertight mesh to ensure a successful ground-truth occupancy sampling. To achieve the supervision directly on partial raw scan data, we employ implicit geometric regularization as introduced by Gropp et al. [17] and Sitzmann et al. [53] by minimizing the following loss:

\[
\mathcal{L}_{\text{geom}} = \lambda_m \mathcal{L}_m + \lambda_n \mathcal{L}_n + \lambda_e \mathcal{L}_e + \lambda_{mn} \mathcal{L}_{mn},
\]

\[
\mathcal{L}_m = \sum_{x_i \in \Omega_b} \phi(x_i), \quad \mathcal{L}_n = \sum_{x_i \in \Omega_b^i} (1 - \langle \nabla x_i, \text{SDF}(x_i), n(x_i) \rangle),
\]

\[
\mathcal{L}_e = \sum_{x_i \in \Omega_b} ||\nabla x_i, \text{SDF}(x_i)||_2 - 1, \quad \mathcal{L}_{mn} = \sum_{x_i \in \Omega_b^i, \Omega_b} \exp(-\alpha \cdot |\text{SDF}(x)|),
\]

where the manifold loss \( \mathcal{L}_m \) enforces points on the surface to yield zero SDF value, with \( \Omega_b \) denoting the zero-level set. \( \mathcal{L}_n \) is the normal loss that constrains the on-surface points to have a consistent gradient with the ground-truth surface normals \( n(x) \). The eikonal loss \( \mathcal{L}_e \) regularizes the norm of the spatial gradients to 1, where \( \Omega \) denotes the whole domain of the sampling. \( \mathcal{L}_{mn} \) is the non-manifold loss which penalizes close-to-zero SDF values at off-surface points, where \( \alpha \) is a hyper parameter and we set \( \alpha = 5 \). In practice, we add the above losses to both the SDF output of each piecewise SDF function (Eq. 2) and the overall blended SDF values (Eq. 3).

**One-sided Non-manifold Loss.** The aforementioned geometric supervision works for rigid shape learning [17, 53], but we find it does not ensure good convergence in our piecewise non-rigid case. This is due to the lack of supervision signals on overlapping intersection areas at part connections, i.e., the outputs of the piecewise functions are unconstrained, which might lead one body part to extrapolate surface into neighboring parts. We therefore introduce a one-sided non-manifold loss, through which we can penalize the prediction of negative (inside) SDF values for on-surface sampled points not belonging to the current body part:

\[
\mathcal{L}_{\text{onm}} = \sum_{x_i \in \Omega_b^i} \text{SoftPlus}_\beta \left( \frac{-\text{SDF}_b(x_i) + \delta}{2\delta} \right),
\]

where \( \delta = 0.01 \) denotes a truncation distance and \( \beta = 10 \) is the SoftPlus parameter. We use SoftPlus rather than ReLU in order to allow smooth gradient flows.

**Dual-weighting.** Although the aforementioned part supervision enforces each SDF function to focus on their own body parts, it will inevitably lead to joint artifacts near the part connection areas (see Fig. 8). Therefore, we introduce a dual-weighting mechanism by exploiting the skinning weights of the SMPL model to eliminate those joint artifacts and facilitate seamless body reconstruction. More specifically, for each surface sampling point \( x_i \), we find two body part labels with the highest skinning weights \( w_i^0 \) and \( w_i^1 \). We can then rewrite the part manifold loss in a dual-weighting manner:

\[
\mathcal{L}_{\text{dual-m}} = \sum_{x_i \in \Omega_b^0} w_i^0 \phi(x_i) + \sum_{x_i \in \Omega_b^1} w_i^1 \phi(x_i),
\]

Intuitively, the highest and the second-highest skinning weights \( w_i^0, w_i^1 \) transition smoothly near the connection areas, and the dual-weighting mechanism takes advantage of this trait to bring gradual supervision to these areas.

**Latent Regularization.** Similar to DeepSDF [40], we add a regularization term to the learnable shape codes to further constrain the learning problem:

\[
\mathcal{L}_{\text{zs}} = \|z_s\|^2_2.
\]
Table 2: Quantitative reconstruction results. Our representation outperforms SoTA approaches [14, 35] on all metrics.

Our final loss is then defined as

$$\mathcal{L}_{\text{total}} = \lambda_{\text{dual-m}} \mathcal{L}_{\text{dual-m}} + \lambda_{\text{un}} \mathcal{L}_{\text{un}} + \lambda_{\text{e}} \mathcal{L}_{\text{e}} + \lambda_{\text{zm}} \mathcal{L}_{\text{zm}} + \lambda_{\text{oszm}} \mathcal{L}_{\text{oszm}} + \lambda_{\text{cs}} \mathcal{L}_{\text{cs}}. \tag{12}$$

The values for the loss weights $\lambda$ can be found in the supplementary material.

3.4. Implementation Details

For each part decoder, we use 4 fully-connected layers with 64 neurons. We initialize the network weights with the geometric initialization introduced by Atzmon et al. [2]. Additionally we rely on weight normalization. We use the Adam optimizer [25] with an initial learning rate of 0.0001, and divide the learning rate by half every 500 epochs.

4. Experiments

We evaluate our proposed representation on various tasks, including human body representation (Sec. 4.2), shape interpolation (Sec. 4.3), model fitting (Sec. 4.4), human pose tracking and retargeting (Sec. 4.5). Furthermore, we also demonstrate our capability of fine-tuning with partial raw scan data (Sec. 4.6). At last, we perform ablation studies (Sec. 4.7) to analyze the efficacy of the proposed non-rigid geometric supervision and the latent optimization.

4.1. Dataset

We use the DFaust and MoVi subsets from the AMASS [31] dataset to evaluate the model representation, and follow the split from LEAP [35] for training and testing. For the AMASS / DFaust subset, we use training sequences of 10 subjects and randomly keep 1 sequence per subject for testing. For the AMASS / MoVi subset, we select every 10th subject (which yields 9 unseen subjects) for testing and use the remaining 76 subjects for training in order to evaluate the generalization ability to unseen shapes. To further evaluate our capability of dealing with non-watertight partial raw scan data, we fine-tune on DFaust [6] body scans and the CAPE [30, 47] clothed human dataset, and randomly select two subjects from each dataset for evaluation. Please refer to the supplementary material for more details.

4.2. Human Body Representation

To evaluate our representation on human bodies, we compare our method with NASA [14] and LEAP [35] on the AMASS / DFaust and AMASS / MoVi data. We follow LEAP [35] and use the same setup for the competitors. For our method, it is worth noting that, when evaluating on the unseen subjects of AMASS / MoVi data, we only optimize the shape code for the first frame of each sequence and reconstruct the following frames with the fixed shape code.

Figure 3: Qualitative comparison. We compare our representation qualitatively with NASA [14] and LEAP [35] on the DFaust and MoVi subsets of AMASS [31]. Our method preserves more shape details than NASA. Compared with LEAP, our method mitigates artifacts, especially in cases where different body parts have great proximity (e.g. hand and head on the far right). Best viewed digitally.

As shown in Table 2, our representation consistently outperforms NASA and LEAP on all metrics. We also provide qualitative comparisons on the resulting meshes in Fig. 3. NASA pioneered neural implicit representations for articulated shapes like human bodies but only focused on representing one single subject at a time and therefore struggles to represent multiple subjects with the same network. This can be observed in the first row of Fig. 3 where the details for the face and hands are missing. In contrast, our method accurately represents the details of different subjects.

The recently proposed LEAP also shows promising results for the multi-subject case, but suffers from the limitation of the inverse LBS mechanism. In cases where two body parts are close (e.g., sitting with cross-legs or clapping hands), their reconstruction results show concavities or some parts (e.g., fingers) are even missing. We believe that in such situations, the inverse LBS network fails to accurately map a query point to the correct canonical space, which inevitably distorts the occupancy representation as an animatable avatar, so they are not adopted for comparison.

**Table 2:** Quantitative reconstruction results. Our representation outperforms SoTA approaches [14, 35] on all metrics.
discussed in their paper. In comparison, our method directly expresses the SDF values in the posed space rather than learning an inverse mapping to the canonical space and thus shows less susceptibility to such cases where body parts are close by, leading to fewer artifacts. Note that LEAP requires much more input data (e.g., posed SMPL mesh vertices) for each reconstruction while our representation only depends on a learnt shape code for each human identity.

4.3. Shape Interpolation

In order to demonstrate that the learnt shape representation is meaningful and continuous in latent space, we perform a shape code interpolation experiment. Specifically, we choose two shape codes from Sec. 4.2 and interpolate linearly between them while having the pose fixed. As visualized in Fig. 4, the body shape transition is fairly smooth, which demonstrates that our shape code learns a meaningful and continuous representation of the human body.

4.4. Model Fitting

In this experiment, we demonstrate how our network can also be applied to model fitting tasks, e.g., fitting our representation to a given point cloud of human bodies in the casual A-pose, which is commonly used when capturing human bodies. For the experimental setup, previously unseen body shapes from the SURREAL [56] dataset are randomly selected, combined with casual A-poses from the AMASS / DFaust dataset [31] and uniformly sampled resulting in 1000 points on the surface. For the fitting, we first initialize the shape code with a random normal distribution and the pose code with the standard A-pose encoded by VPose [42]. We then jointly optimize both, the shape and pose code, by minimizing a single overall manifold loss. As shown in Fig. 5, the reconstructed human bodies are intact and close to the ground-truth, which demonstrates the potential usefulness of our proposed representation for real-world applications. Once the disentangled shape and pose codes are recovered, we can easily swap the shape to other identities by exchanging the shape code and animate the human body with novel poses as shown in Fig. 1.

4.5. Human Pose Tracking

As our representation is fully differentiable, it is readily available for human pose tracking on point clouds. We choose three sequences from the AMASS / DFaust subset, and provide a comparison between our method and NASA with the pre-trained model from Sec. 4.2. For our method, we fix the learned shape code from Sec. 4.2 and optimize only the pose code directly within the latent space. It is worth noting that we do not add any temporal or prior constraints like NASA does, but instead only use a single overall manifold loss and initialize the pose code with the optimized code from the previously tracked frame. We evaluate the tracking performance on different point sampling densities, i.e., from 4000 to 500, and also follow NASA’s setup by adding normal noise with $\sigma = 0.005$ to the points. The results are shown in Table 3, where we report the IoU (%) and MPJPE (m) (mean per joint position error [19]) metrics. Compared to NASA, we consistently achieve the best IoU and MPJPE in all settings. We also visualize our tracked shapes and show motion retargeting to cartoon characters as an application in Fig. 6, demonstrating the meaningfulness and usefulness of the tracked poses. Please refer to our

Table 3: Quantitative pose tracking results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Sampled Points</th>
<th>4000</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>1000</th>
<th>500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IoU (%)</td>
<td>NASA [14]</td>
<td>92.99 / 0.0150</td>
<td>92.86 / 0.0156</td>
<td>92.59 / 0.0162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>95.88 / 0.0049</td>
<td>95.77 / 0.0051</td>
<td>95.53 / 0.0057</td>
<td>95.20 / 0.0066</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Shape code interpolation. We linearly interpolate the shape code of two examples from the AMASS / DFaust dataset (top row) and the AMASS / MoVi dataset (bottom row) respectively.

Figure 5: Model fitting. We fit our representation to input points of human bodies in a casual A-pose by jointly optimizing the shape and pose. 1000 points were used as input.

Figure 6: Qualitative pose tracking results. We show the input sparse points (first row), tracked human bodies with our reconstruction (second row), and the retargeted characters with the tracked poses (third row).
Figure 7: **Fine-tuning on raw scans.** Our non-rigid geometric supervision formulation allows us to fine-tune our model on raw partial scans. We are able to better preserve details than SMPL [29] on raw DFaust [6] scans and even can model clothed human from the CAPE [30, 47] dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>AMASS / DFaust</th>
<th>AMASS / MoVi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IoU ↑</td>
<td>Chamfer ↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o Dual-Weighting</td>
<td>96.31</td>
<td>0.00310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o One-Sided Loss</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o VJoints</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Model</td>
<td>96.45</td>
<td>0.00304</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: **Ablation study.** We ablate our dual-weighting strategy, the one-sided manifold loss and our proposed VJointer module. All proposed components are necessary to achieve the best performance.

supplementary material for more results.

### 4.6. Evaluation on Partial Raw Scan

To further inspect the capability of our representation to handle partial raw scan data, we fine-tune the pre-trained model (from Sec. 4.2) on DFaust [6] body scans and the CAPE [30, 47] clothed human dataset. Thanks to our non-rigid supervision, we are able to learn the shape naturally from these partial scans. As shown in Fig. 7, our method better represents details and captures more realistic shapes of human bodies than SMPL on DFaust body scans (e.g., our head shape is closer to the ground-truth), and also achieves better one-sided Chamfer distance $D_{\text{ Chamfer}}$ (i.e., from scan to the resulting mesh following [17]) than SMPL. More importantly, our representation is able to successfully represent clothed human bodies on the CAPE dataset, even though the accessible training data of CAPE is limited, i.e., only 2 or 3 sequences are available for a few of released subjects. Please refer to the supplementary video for a vivid animation of these results.

### 4.7. Ablation Study

**Dual-weighting.** We analyze the efficacy of the dual-weighting mechanism by ablating it during the training process. Even though the proposed strategy only slightly improves the overall metric scores (Table 4), it leads to a significant visual improvement by eliminating boundary artifacts near part connection areas (Fig. 8).

**One-sided Loss.** To study the impact of the one-sided loss, we remove it from the supervision during training. As demonstrated in Table 4, the network does not converge to form a human body due to the lack of polarized SDF supervision as explained in Sec. 3.3, which highlights the importance of this loss for our non-rigid geometric supervision.

**VJointer on Shape Code Optimization.** Since our experiment on the AMASS / MoVi subset of Sec. 4.2 leverages the network’s ability of shape code optimization, we analyze the effectiveness of VJointer by removing it and instead directly optimizing bone transformations. Optimizing the pose latent space leads to significant improvements.

**Latent Pose Optimization.** We inspect the effectiveness of latent pose optimization on the human pose tracking task of Sec. 4.5 by replacing it with a direct optimization of the bone transformations, i.e., optimizing the rotation with a continuous representation [61]. The tracking results are reported in Table 5. Introducing pose optimization on the latent space significantly enhances the tracking robustness.

### 5. Conclusion

We introduced LatentHuman, a novel pose-shape-disentangled representation for the human body. We exploit both pose and shape priors by using the kinematic model for guiding the network to disentangle the shape and pose spaces. Our non-rigid geometric supervision also allows to fine-tune LatentHuman on non-watertight raw scans. Experiments demonstrate that LatentHuman outperforms existing methods for 3D human body representation and can be applied to various tasks like 3D model fitting, shape interpolation, and pose tracking. Although LatentHuman can model the clothed human body, it cannot handle the soft cloth dynamics and we leave this as a future work.
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